JOY MANGANO MIRACLE MOP® INSTRUCTIONS

When removing the Miracle Mop from packaging, both the top and bottom locks will be in the locked position.

To unlock the top lock: Hold upper handle with spiral design (A) and turn the lock (B) in opposite direction of the lock arrow (see below).

To unlock the bottom lock: Hold the lower handle with the spiral design (C) and turn the lock (D) in opposite direction of the lock arrow.

NOTE: Mop will not lock or unlock if you are holding the white middle pole of the mop.

To Wring Mop:
Unlock both locks. Hold mop above bucket and pull bottom spiral handle up so head is in the extended position. Pull top spiral handle up first then push down on top spiral handle while holding the bottom spiral handle in place over bucket. It is important that the top and bottom both be in the unlocked position for wringing the mop. (Illust. 1)

To Mop:
After wringing and with locks in unlocked position, allow bottom handle to drop. If desired, top spiral handle can be adjusted for height and locked in place. (Illust. 2)

NOTE: If top spiral handle is in the unlocked position while mopping, the handle will have some movement.

To Use as Duster:
Place mop on floor and let bottom spiral handle drop to down position. Hold bottom spiral handle and turn lock to lock position. Extend top spiral handle to desired height and turn lock to lock in position. (Illust. 3 & 4)
**Mop Head Removal:**
• With both spiral handles in unlocked position turn mop upside down on floor. (Illust 5)
• Separate the mop fibers evenly to expose the latch (Illust 6). Use your thumb to press down on top portion of clip as you use your finger to grab underneath the front of the latch and pull upward. (Illust 7)
• Push upward on latch to open and release mop head. (Illust 8)
• Remove mop head from latch cup and slide down the pole. Do not remove plastic ring from mop head.

**To Replace Mop Head:**
• With mop in unlocked position, turn mop upside down and place pole through the center of the mop head and slide up the pole. (Illust 9)
• With fibers separated and the plastic ring of mop head aligned with open latch, push mop head into cup. (Illust 10)
• Re-latch by pressing down on the latch until it clicks into place. Then slide bottom portion of head onto bottom portion of lower handle around ridges. (Illust 11 & 12)

**Washing Instructions:**
Place mop head in mesh washing bag or pillowcase. Machine wash warm, use bleach when needed. Hang dry or tumble dry on low with mop head in mesh washing bag or pillowcase.

**To Store:**
Hang mop with mop head in the extended position.